fig. I Montreal General Hospilal (largely demolished),
c. 1848. {Phmo: Monrrbl, Osier Library of Ihe
Hi'l<Jr~ of Medicme, McGill University)
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THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE MONTREAL TEACHING
HOSPITALS OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

O

ur pedestrian understanding of the hospital is that it is a place to turn for
assistance for our bodies and minds. The hospital of today, in symbolic
terms, brings to mind images of corridors and beds saturated in whiteness and
light, instruments of technology, and a purifying and redeeming antisepticness.
In another sense, however, the hospital can symbolize despair. At worst, it is a
site of distance, desolation and ultimate detachment of body and soul.
This paper will provide a closer inspection of some hospitals, primarily
teaching institutions, in nineteenth-century Montreal. A study of the architectural agendas of these institutions in Montreal is not, therefore, of merely
antiquarian interest, and I want to begin with a few questions that will be
considered in terms of the historiographical material and the social architectural
history of that city.
When did a hospital change from being a place to die, to a place to live?
How did the concept of "hope" shift from a spiritual and ecclesiastical vision
of resurrection to a dependence on the scientific machine as a bona fide
substitute? And, how did we arrive at the hospital of today, at once both the
life-line to sustaining life and the instrument of our own destruction as sympathetic beings? When did hope become an operative notion in the history of
science? And how, today, is all this rooted in architecture?
The concept of hope is what transformed hospital planning from one of
thinking in terms of a place to die to one of a place to live, but, in this change,
one which linked architecture with science and withdrew from art. As the
human body became the locus for classification and diseases were subject to
grouping by order, genres and types, the hospital as spatial articulation of
human needs became empirical, functional and rational. In the face of miserable
and deteriorating eighteenth-century hospital conditions, new hospitals of the
nineteenth century had to be seen as the best and only places to survive. They
would have to embody the most innovative approaches to architectural design
in keeping with the current trends but, as well, synthesize current hospital design
theory propounded by such medical professionals as Jacques Tenon in France
or John Howard in England. Strategic placement of such buildings within a
geographic location was portentous as scientists grappled with such hygienic
considerations as the effects of air currents and light on recuperation.
One has only to provide description of the Hotel-Dieu in Paris at the end
of the eighteenth century to see just how important it was to change the existing
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hospitals. There is no better architectural image than the one created by
Thompson and Goldin in their seminal book, The Hospital: A Social and
Architectural History, where they describe the infamous Salle St. Charles which
held one hundred large beds and nine small ones. What this implied was a
horizontal arrangement of three to six patients lying crosswise, with the feet of
one person wedged between the heads of the two on either side. These hellish
conditions existed during routine days. During pestilence, the hospital crowded
to capacity with the same number of patients per bed but now squeezed onto
the upper berth that formed the canopy of the bed below, so that the hospital
ward held four hundred and four fever patients (male) and nine others in the
smaller beds. These figures reflect the condition of only one ward in the hospital.
Others were equally cramped: the St. Roch ward for young boys aged three to
fourteen years old had thirty-five beds which held one hundred and fifty
patients. Latrines, according to the Memoires of Tenon, were so backed-up with
filth clear to the door that patients were required to use the chaise percee beside
the individual beds. Nightly, the contents were dumped into a larger vessel and
kept in the middle of the ward. Windows aligned only one wall so that any hope
of cross-ventilation was dashed. Two narrow staircases in the centre of the
building doubled as open wells, drawing air from the fever wards on the ground
floor to the surgical wards and operation room on the second floor. And, of
course, there were beds for the 'mad,' the pregnant and a creche for children all three housed in the same ward. The staircase well, drawing air from below,
continued to rise to the fourth floor where men and women held fevers and
smallpox. In the very same room were located the anatomical theatre and the
depot for bodies. Clearly, the staircases were messengers of disease. 1
When the idea of a teaching hospital was introduced in Montreal, nothing
but scientific soundness would accompany the design. All the ghastliness of the
Parisian hospital and other similar examples in Europe, particularly the Royal
Infirmary of Edinburgh, would be avoided at all costs. To mark the importance
of the British on the once-French colony of Montreal, science, as the modern
and efficient system of operation, would be introduced by the time of the arrival
of British medicine within that city. In Montreal, hospitals would literally climb
the mountain in a quest to dominate the city, and thereby ostensibly control,
making sure that life would dominate over death. In this city, during the
formative years of teaching hospitals, such institutions vied for primacy over
the existing French-style system of health care.
The first mention of a hospital there was in 1643 and by 1644 preparations
were made for a larger, more official one outside the fortifications. This was a
Jesuit hospital (Religieuses hospitalieres de St-Joseph) where the chapel played
a central role, as it did for the religious order itself, founded by the Society of
Notre Dame "for the purpose of conversion of the natives." According to
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archival records, the first building was designed as a central pavilion of grey
masonry construction, 60' x 24', with five rooms attached: a kitchen, a room
for the founder with another for her maid, a room for the nurse and the Mother
Superior and (between 1657-59 at least) a room for the priests. There was a
stable with grazing area, courtyard and main gate. Some furnishings for the
chapel and hospital were shipped from France. Sometime between 1654 and
1695, the nine- to ten-foot stone chapel was converted into a parlour and a
wood frame chapel was added, 80' long by 30' wide and 20' high.2
In 1826, when conditions deteriorated with considerable acceleration as
space constraints were increasingly restrictive, rumblings of discontent were
heard concerning the drawbacks of the existing facilities, stirred up by a latent
but direct competition from the Montreal General Hospital. Indeed, the H6telDieu and the Montreal General Hospital were the two major health-care
facilities at that time. Faced with a continual conflict of religious and language
differences, French-Catholic and English-Protestant physical and intellectual
domination of the city, Montreal necessarily developed a split image that
registered not only the tension between these Catholic and Protestant traditions,
but the deeply embedded cultural differences of immigrants from France and
Great Britain.
The history of the H6tel-Dieu, founded by Jeanne Mance and eventually
expanding to thirty beds, parallels the history that is Montreal. The hospital,
symbol of healing activities, was controlled and guided by the faith and
spirituality which was the nexus of French Catholic society of the time. Now it
had to be measured against a fresh ideological departure: a spanking new,
English-based, Protestant-oriented teaching hospital with twenty-four beds, the
Montreal General Hospital (fig. 1), founded in 1821 by four young and proud
scientists. The impertinence of these young men exacerbated any hope of
consolidating the conflicting groups (French- and English-speaking). More to
the point, this was perceived by those affiliated with the H6tel-Dieu as a means
of certain disgrace to what they had built over the last one hundred and seventyeight years. In such a competitive climate and, perhaps predictably, Seeur
Lacroix, who served as architect and director of the Hotel-Dieu (Montreal),
ordered her (existing) hospital to be demolished to make way for a new
monastery and health-care facility to open its doors in 1861 (fig. 2). But, let me
return to the Montreal General Hospital. 3
On May 3, 1822, the Montreal General Hospital officially opened and
teaching began almost immediately. At the same time, those who founded the
Montreal General Hospital also founded a medical school, the Montreal
Medical Institution, which took in its first students in 1823. 4 With science
abounding and religion abating, it is clear that, as FoucauIt said, a new
experience for the patient was in the process of being born, and" medicine as
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fig.l Victor 8ou~:au, Hind·Dieu, Monlreal, 1861,
\1onlr':.lI. ArchlH'S dC'\ n:hgacu>n hospllalicrn
de 51·josq>h. Photo, .\\onlrC:.lI,l\o\'df'.
.\!dnufJcturing ~nd An I'ranung Cn.

a c1mical science appeared under conditions which defined the domain of ItS
expenem:e and [he structure of its rationality. ~~ The u~c of .1O:HOI1lICal pathology tempted scientists to seek out ways 10 classify and ro anach names in Latin
Important to Ihe validity .md effiCiency of the s}'Slem. The ho~pi[31 as "rcchnomachine" equated ~Clcncc with the defeaT of disease. ThiS high-teeh art (arm of
the nmeteenth cenrur)' must be understood, then, a~ a masterly project equal (Q
the Wizardly work III Iron In engineering and architecture of the latc eighteenth
;lnd earl)' nineteenth centunes. O nc thinks of the Forth or Coalbrookdale
Bridges or mathematical exercises m rigid forms of applied geometry 111 courses
taught by J.B. Rondelet at the f.cole Centrale des Tra\'aux Puhli(~b or J.-N.-L.
Durand at the Ecole Polnechnique. - Indeed, the new concept of ~hospLtal. ~ an mtricate sClenufic machll1e - had a clear obJective IQ convey to the Board,
the patients and the patrons that this practical, rational and well-ordered
hrgienic envLronment (ould only promQ[e health and rehabilitation as a logical
outcome of Inlernship. If death \\;ould result from a stay wLthin thiS en\lronment, It was somethmg ahogether una\'oidable and perhap~ had been signific3n11)' delayed Jue 10 rreatmenl in such a place.
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The four young graduate doctors, founders of the Montreal General
Hospital, were intent on developing an institution for clinical studies as they
put it in a clinical lecture later recorded in the Minutes of the Montreal Medical
Institution:
Being convinced of the advantage which would result from the establishment of a medical school in this country, and considering that the Montreal
General Hospital affords the student a facility of acquiring a practical
knowledge of Physic never before enjoyed in these Provinces, an advantage
which will be greatly enhanced by the establishment of lectures on the
different branches of the profession. 8
This can be read, of course, as the architectural programme. Considerations of wards and contemporary clinic distribution of space were thoughtfully
broached in order to define the purpose of the institution. As a result, a
distinction could be drawn between the well-established French institution of
health - which embodied all that the Church represented, and which had made
its mark upon Montreal society at least until the defeat of the French in 1759
- and the newly-developed English health-care institution which was clearly
operating on a premise of one-upmanship to the existing French system. In the
Minutes of the Montreal Medical Institution (1823):
Medical officers appointed by the president and Director of the Montreal
General Hospital having seen the great difficulties which the student of
Medicine within the country has to encounter before he acquires a competent knowledge of his profession ... are further encouraged to attempt the
formation of a ... medical seminary where they reflect that of the medical
school of Edinburgh, the basis of which they would adopt for the present
institution ... (as it has been) ... more than one hundred years since medical
lectures were first delivered in that city. And the early history of the Royal
Infirmary of Edinburgh is not dissimilar (sic) to that of the Montreal
General Hospital. 9
This notion of difference from the French community would underscore
all the existing tensions created in the city from the time of the British invasion
to the present day. And, for the teaching institution, the architectural forms the
hospitals would assume from this time on would persist, coupled with the
geographic quest for the top of the mountain. 10 Mount Royal, described by
Newton Bosworth in the first English-language history of the city (1839),
portrayed the mountain as "a very conspicuous object, [that] consists of two
distinct hills, between which passes one of the leading avenues into the city ...
which, from the many charms of its scenery, is a very favourite drive." 11 Struggles
for control of life and life-enhancing institutions would mark the topographical
conquest of the mountain where hospitals would leapfrog up its hills by
relocating outside of the fortifications throughout the nineteenth century and
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well into the twentieth. A competitive campaign continued to be waged for the
administration of life or the conquest of death.
In this context, part of the image of the existing nunnery hospitals was
one of moving through a zone of passivity that focused on the world beyond,
as the patient awaited death. The aspect of "hope" that the Scottish doctors
attempted to disseminate addressed a departure from the current practice to an
aggressive commitment to experimentation, where life would indeed transform
the patient to a subject of science. Whereas both states point to the body as an
idle vessel, in the first instance the submissing body joins the crowd in the
hereafter; in the latter, the body acquiesces to become a museum piece. Ivan
Illich refers to the hospital of the nineteenth century as the "museum of
disease," designed to accommodate students in order to facilitate their study of
patients as clinical examples. 12
Because the four Montreal doctors were trained at the Royal Infirmary of
Edinburgh, it would seem logical that their inspiration for hospital design
emanated from much of the thinking that went into preparing this two hundredbed Scottish hospital, designed by William Adam in 1738. At Edinburgh, open
walk-through wards housed twenty-four beds in each room, in a symmetrical
arrangement. Surgery and surgical cases were kept at the top of the building
where an operating theatre was illuminated by a cupola. 13 This space was given
three functions: operative surgery, observation tower and chapel. This confusion of function inevitably impaired hygienic conditions. Doctors who were
trained there in the first twenty years of the nineteenth century were struck by
a considerable deterioration of the conditions of "sanitary" quarters. A series
of pamphlets of heated disputes levelled accusations at the managers of the
Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh concerning diet and hygiene with charges of
"Patients being fed like wild beasts in cages, having their meat thrown upon
their beds when raw" and criticisms about "uncleanness of sheets, sheets
imperfectly washed." 14 Even earlier (1800) Dr. Robert Jackson commented that
the Infirmary:
is not situated advantageously for ventilation: confined on one side by a
wall, on another by lofty homes, the air of it can only be preserved sweet
and wholesome by the operation of strong causes, acting within .... The air
of the wards is thus heavy, in damp weather it stagnates, and frequently is
offensive .... The bottom part (of the bed) is formed of thick and spongy
rope, disposed to receive and to retain every kind of contagious mischief...
that the Inspector of a Military Hospital would ... condemn ... to flames ....
There ought to be a command of water in every apartment, a water closet,
a boiler for heating water, and a bathing vessel for the use of the patients of
the ward, covered from the sight by a curtain. 15
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Sa:rionJi of Ih~ Apparatus for Iht Panial or General Admlnluunon of Non·Rtsplrablt
\'apour~ or Gasts, from Charlcs Sylv('Sler's. Tilt r/lllo$ophy of l)omfS/lC F(onom)'. 1819,
n.p. (Pholo: Edmburgh. Medical Ar~hl\(' u,mff, Edlnhurgh lIn1\'er~ll\ lJhrary)

These remarks would make a tremendous Impact on phy!.icians rr311lLllg
there so that when the)' left for Montreal, the doctors saw to it that architecture
and design became a physician's 3rt. Ther sought rectification through innOV3li\'(' hospital design, known [0 them either in Edinburgh or perhaps from the
Ma!osachusetrs General Hospital, constructed at the same mne.11>
Englneer-.mentor exraordinalre, Charles S},lveslcr (fig. 3), 111 a book
entitled Tlu! l'ln/osophy of DomestIc Economy, expounded hi~ l.lUdable ideJs
about Inventions for Institutions, such as for the Derbyshire GenerallnfirmJr),.
"High situation" is suggested as the most healthy IO("Jlion for a health-care
facilirr. This has direct Import for the Montreal General Hospil<ll a~ it nlowd
up and out bc)'ond the fornficarions. Perhaps there was a co\"erl political
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agenda: the English-language population was to take possession of the city
beyond its original French boundaries. Further, Sylvester's recommendations
and designs included roasters for meat and baking, steaming tables for bodies,
laundry and washing machines (remarkably similar to our present ones),
ventilating and heating machines, baths (with water now changed every 14 days)
and elaborate water closets. 17
Although it is still unclear to me whether or not any of these inventions
were introduced into the Montreal General Hospital, I believe the desire to
implement these enlightened design features is important. The primary sources
of December 27, 1820, state that it was "resolved that Mr. Becket be requested
to send out from England as early as possible Sylvester's book on the recent
improvement in Hospitals together with such plans of the most improved
Hospitals as he can procure." 18 We have no information on the identity of Mr.
Becket, although we do know that Thomas Phillips was chosen as the architect.
Just how much Phillips contributed to the design of the hospital is highly
debatable.
Regardless, there can be no doubt that a sweeping strategy of change from
previous health-care systems was mapped out for Montreal and Englishlanguage subjects. There was no further place for existing architectural forms
in hospital design. New programmes and hospital concepts firmly rooted in
British culture were the only suitable models for the gentry doctors and Board
of Governors. 19 The most noteworthy of all in what can be called metaphorically an architecture of domination, was the physical lack of a chapel. Concurrently, however, the French-Catholic culture persisted in its traditional approach
to hospital design and concepts.
Not far from the foot of the mountain (although significantly modernized
since its days within the fortifications), the new Hotel-Dieu on Pine Avenue and
St. Urbain Street perpetuated even in 1861 (forty years after the Montreal
General Hospital was begun) a cross-axial plan where the church formed the
central axis and all wards were extended from and connected to it. Designed by
the prominent Montreal architect, Victor Bourgeau, the Church was the most
noticeable feature from the street, in fact, more so than ever before. This new
building endeavoured to meet the challenge of the Montreal General Hospital
by reinstating the necessary presence of the Church as centre of an institution,
but an enlarged institution that could compete by combining with religion a
teaching philosophy in medicine.
Even the Royal Victoria Hospital (fig. 4), opened in 1892, designed by
H. Saxon Snell of London, England, would once again confirm the Scottish/
English presence. It covered twenty-three acres and was carved into a niche of
Mount Royal (the mountainside), while looming slightly above the new HotelDieu of 1861, further downhill. This can be read as a political championing by
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way of an architectural choice designed to illustrate the defeat of science o\'er
religion; of has pI la I technology (otherwise known as "hope in the conquering
of life o\'er dearh.
Whereas at the early parr of rhe nineteenth cenrury MOlHreal hospHals
provided a fertile subject for debate centred on language and cultural differences, what emerged towards mid-century W.15 as a question of colltro{ and
outlJOn ty for the preservation of the sick-poor. With a greater attention to the
"germ theory," changes in morbidiry patterns affected the way in which the
middle- and upper-classes began to enter hospitals as patients. Technology and
multiplying ideas in the scientific community sparked an unavoidable bureaucratization of hospital staff. The outbreak of cholera, for example, in Montreal
In 1832 put the germ theory to the tes£. Between June 8 and September 2 of that
year, 2,218 people died. Subsequently, a quarantine statlon was established on
Grosse Isle, known as the St. Lawrence Quarantine Station (1832-1837). In its
conclusion on the status of the epidemic, the Central Health Board claimed that
it was impossible to prevent the importation of disease to this country. Only
drainage, sewerage, ventilation, a pure water supply, attention to cleanliness
M
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and the prevention of over-crowding would help mitigate the intensity of the
epidemics and obviate recurrences. 20
A half-century later, this appreciation of sanitary conditions is echoed by
Dr. Starkey in his inaugural address to the Montreal Branch of the Royal
Sanitary Institute (founded in England in 1872), and composed of civil
engineers, architects, doctors, chemists and bacteriologists, all engaged in the
practical application of "sanitary science." Starkey pointed out, in an article
entitled "Not Wholly Due to Bad Water," sections of Montreal where disease
(especially intestinal) is most prevalent: low class property, narrow lanes, blind
alleys, back-to-back houses, an abundance of filth from house refuse, bad
drainage and sanitary arrangements, small shut-in courtyards, poor soil
conditions upon which houses are built, no provision for efficient drainage,
poor ventilation, a marked absence of sunlight. 21
This dramatic contrast between religious and secularly informed programmes for architecture has a wider relevance as we look at medicine and hospitals
today; that is, at palliative care and its new promise of respectable death in
environments conducive to humane activity - an aspect of health care which
is rebuilding strength within contemporary communities disenchanted with
medicine as we know it in the Western world. This can be contrasted with the
promise of cure through scientific expertise, where the test provides a rational
approach to sustaining life - perhaps, however, in locations we find particularly inhumane.
At this juncture, I return to the substantive portion of this paper which
purports that although I can create a link between sanitary deficiencies,
advancing medical theory and technology, and architectural change, some
essential methodological problems have still not been addressed. What has
resulted from largely selective readings of the history of medicine, economics,
architecture and science is largely an uncritical use of the term "science" that
obscures a vast array of difference in nineteenth-century thought. And, in this
way, science is seen as perfectly linear. Consequently, only that which can be
proven to be "true" is recorded in the annals of medical science.
What must be looked at anew is context - individual community - to
legitimate a scientific "truth." What was "true" for Montreal's bifurcated
population was that science provided a validation, a liveable, manageable,
rationale for coherency within a severed municipality. It provided a framework,
even a superstructure, to empower the British gentry. Science, and science alone,
in the face of a potentially overwhelmingly pious French constituency, possessed
the requisite features to announce a new focus and explanatory structure for
the dominant (English-language) class.
The nineteenth-century architectural choices made by each of the city'S
two major cultural groups for academic hospital-care reveal their place within,
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and their responses to, the complex social, political and cultural conditions
within an expanding, developing urban community. Their choices allow us to
better comprehend the construction of our own concept of a place to die.
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Resume
A

ARCHITECTURE DES PREMIERS HOPITAUX
"
,
UNIVERSITAlRES DE MONTREAL AU XIXe SIECLE
Cet article vise a faire ressortir les differences dans l'architecture hospitaliere de
Montreal, caracterisee par la presence d'etablissements de sante fran~ais et
anglais, et dans la fa~on dont ils se sont developpes au cours du XIxe siecle.
Je m'interesserai aux differences systematiques entre les deux types de constructions hospitalieres qui ont transforme profondement le visage social, economique, politique et culturel de Montreal.
Les hopitaux fran~ais etant un prolongement de l'action de l'Eglise, les
congregations religieuses qui en assuraient le fonctionnement prodiguaient
des soins destines a apaiser les souffrances des malades. Cette approche
(aujourd'hui appelee «soins palliatifs») se traduit, sur le plan architectural, par
la conception de salles d'hopital avec un plan prevoyant toujours une chapelle
au centre, et qui en general respecte un ordonnancement symetrique.
A la difference de l'hOpital fran~ais type, le premier hOpital anglais fut
aussi le premier hopital «universitaire» en Amerique du Nord ou l'enseignement
etait dispense dans les deux langues. Ce facteur subtil mais pourtant decisif
revele un changement radical dans le cours de l'evolution des soins de sante et
partant, dans les installations reservees a cette fin. Du jour au lendemain,
l'Eglise n'exerce plus une emprise aussi forte. L'emergence de la medecine en
tant que science est le facteur cle prouvant au malade qu'il est desormais
possible de croire en la science medicale plutot qu'en Dieu. En contrepartie, le
medecin accede a un role nouveau et unique, et a le pouvoir de decider de la vie
ou de la mort de ses semblables. La construction du premier hopital universitaire
sup prime donc le plan central au profit d'un nouveau type de biitiment, inspire
de certains hopitaux universitaires, en particulier le Royal Infirmary d'Edimbourg.
Traduction: Catherine Roberge
Centre Canadien d'Architecture
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